
BUSINESS PLAN PRESENTATION RUBRIC ELEMENTARY

Can explain the business plan in great details All of the above slides are present in the power point presentation.
Student uses graphics to help support their.

Clear narrative that integrates most market research concepts from the written plan into the presentation to
legitimize business claim. Clear and compelling description of 3 or more reasons why the student is qualified
to run this business. Does the plan address the issues of operational complexity, resource requirements and
operational risks appropriately? Does the plan identify the nature of potential returns? Very little use of facial
expressions or body language. Does the summary pique the interest of the reader? Thorough and persuasive
description of the start up expenses and how initial funding will be applied to short term business goals. Does
the plan effectively describe the market in which the business intends to compete? Unclear and unconvincing
explanation of competitive advantage. Persuasive presentation of sales methods are specific, feasible to sell
and retain members of target market Clear description of feasible sales estimates by citing a large amount of
supporting market research, seasonality, and full capacity as rationale. Description of the start up expenses but
no clear connection to how funds will be used to achieve short term business goals. Student has conducted
research on their topic according to the guidelines as explained in class. The student is somewhat prepared, but
it is clear that rehearsal was lacking. General attire not appropriate for audience jeans, t-shirt, etc. Does the
plan explain key assumptions and features of the financial model? Facial expressions and body language
sometimes generate a strong interest and enthusiasm about the topic in others. Idea is described but not linked
to solving the problem or unmet need in a persuasive manner. Clear narrative that integrates some financial
concepts from the written plan into the presentation. Student lacks some confidence in presenting, and student
is dressed somewhat in professional business attire. Casual and appropriate business attire. Fair Students stand
up straight, and give some eye contact. Clear narrative that integrates some market research concepts from the
written plan into the presentation. Student is able to accurately answer most questions posed. Clear and
compelling description one unit and of how product or service is cost effectively produced and at a value to
customers; use EOU, costs, and break even as rationale. Are the financial forecasts realistic? Student uses
graphics to help support their information. No clear narrative or demonstration of market research concepts
from the written plan in the presentation.


